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Characterization

of Expression Pattern RPS3, Bo%9I and MIF Genes in Normal and
Tumour Human Cell Line
Liew Joe Yee
Resource Biotechnology
Faculty of Resource Science and Technology
Universiti Malaysia Sarawak

ABSTRACT
Protein-coding genes such as ribosomal protein S3 (RPS3), BoIA homolog 1 (BoZAJ) and
macrophage migration inhibitory factor (MIF) are the genes that regulate protein synthesis,
redox potential and immunological function respectively. Bioinformatics study has postulated
the possible interaction of these proteins in silico and the possible association in carcinogenesis.
Literature reviews have reported the up-regulation of RPS3 and MIF in different types of
carcinoma cell lines. However, expression and interaction study involving these genes have not
been conducted. The objectives of this study were to compare and characterize the expression
patterns of these genes in human nasopharyngeal non-malignant cell line and nasopharyngeal
malignant cell lines. Reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) had been
employed to examine the expression level of gene transcripts. PCR products of RPS3 and MIF
with the estimated size of 428bp and 221bp were targeted in this study, whereas expression of
Bo1AI gene was undetectable due to unspecific primer. At the end of this study, RPS3 and MIF
have manifested up-regulation in tumour cell lines as compared to the normal cell line however
there was no significant difference between expression of RPS3 and MIF (p>0.05).
Keywords: Bo1A1,Characterization, Gene Expression, MIF, RPS3
ABSTRAK
Gen pengekodan protein seperti protein ribosom S3 (RPS3), BoIA homolog 1 (BOIAI), dan gen
pelarang macrophage penghijrahan faktor (MIF) adalah gen yang mengawalfungsi protein
sintesis, potensi redoks dan imunologi. Kaijian bioinformatik mengandaikan interaksi protein
dalam silico serta penglibatan gene ini dalam karsinogenesis. Ulasan sastera telah mengaitkan
corak kenaikan bagi protein ribosom S3 dan MIF dalam pelbagai jenis sel karsinoma. Di sini,
corak ungkapan gen ini telah dibandingkan dalam experimen yang menggunakan sel
nasofarinks bukan malignan dan sel-sel nasofarinks karsinoma. Transcripsi songsang reaksi
rantaian polimerase (RT-PCR) telah diaplikasikan untuk mengesan ungkapan gen transkrip.
Produk PCR RPS3 dan MIF dengan saiz anggaran 428bp dan 221 bp disasarkan dalam kajian
ini tetapi BolAl tidak disasarkan disebabkan primer yang lemah. Pada akhir kajian, corak
kenaikan dikesan bagi RPS3 dan MIF dalam sel tumor berbanding dengan sel normal.
Bagaimanapun tiada perbezaan yang signifikasi wujud di antara ungkapan gene RPS3 dan
MIF (p> 0. 05).
Kata kunci: Bo1A1, MIF, Pencirian,

RPS3, Ungkapan Gen
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
protein RPS3, mitochondria

Ribosomal
protein-coding
processes

genes that play significant

in normal homeostatic

characteristics

in tumour

(DNA) constituents

protein Bo/Al,

and cytokine protein,

roles in regulating
However

condition.

cells where the homeostatic

physiological

genes manifest

MIF are

and metabolic

remarkably

different

and deoxyribonucleic

condition

acid

are altered. Under oxidative stress condition, RPS3 induces apoptosis (Jang,

Lee & Kim, 2004); BolA1 affects morphology
2004); MIF promotes

malignant

(Pelicarno,

of mitochondria
(Mitchell,

cell transformation

Carney & Huang,

2004) in tumour

cells. In

relating the possible roles of these three genes in tumorigenesis,

RPS3 and MIF genes shared a

pathway that involved nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer

of activated B cells (NF-KB).

This implies that RPS3 and MIF might work in collaboration
transcriptional
oxidation

environment

in mitochondria

is uncontrolled.
and generate

In addition,

oxidative

which affects tumour formation if

knockdown

of BolA1 which induce

stress is likely to affect the expression

patterns of RPS3 and MIF (Rofi et al., 2013). Apart from the possible roles in tumorigenesis,
bioinformatics

study has further supported the protein interactions

by postulating

the protein

structures of these genes and hence suspecting the correlation in expression patterns in tumour
cell lines. Herein, an interest to investigate

the differential

gene expression

in normal and

tumour cell lines has been developed.

A considerable experiment had been designed to study the characteristics of the
expression patterns and possible association of these genes in the human nasopharyngeal cell
lines. In this project, nasopharyngeal cell lines were selected as the in vitro model system for
gene expression study. Two types of cell lines which are normal and carcinoma cell lines were
feasible for comparative and differential expression analyses. Three tumour carcinoma cell
2

lines were prepared as a measure to provide variety and reliability of the collected data, which
are the well differentiated

cell line, HK1 and the poorly differentiated

cell lines, HONE1 and

SUNE 1. Duplicate reactions were performed to minimize variation of the results. A reference
dehydrogenase

gene glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate

(GAPDH)

expression level of the genes. Reverse transcription
been employed to synthesize the complementary
followed by amplification

was selected to normalize

the

chain reaction (RT-PCR)

had

polymerase

DNA (cDNA) from ribonucleic

of cDNA. Agarose gel electrophoresis

acid (RNA)

(AGE) was carried out to

detect PCR products. Genes that have been detected on gel had to be confirmed prior proceed
with comparative
statistical

expression

study. Further

test were performed

expression

values.

transcriptomic
development

This finding

to analyze
perhaps

analyses

the band intensities
laid a platform

expression and hence support proteomic
for nasopharyngeal

carcinoma

such as relative

which would

to encourage

expression

(NPC) progression

quantification
generate

more research

and
the
in

studies such as biomarkers
could be developed

and be

beneficial in the therapeutic industry.

Objectives of this research:
1. To observe and compare the gene expression patterns of RPS3, Bo1AJ, and MIF genes
in non-malignant nasopharyngeal

epithelial cell line NP69 and nasopharyngeal

carcinoma cell lines SUNE I, HONE I. and HK I.
2. To postulate the possible relationship based on the expression patterns of these genes in
nasopharyngeal carcinoma cell lines.
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2.0 LITERATURE

REVIEW

2.1 Nasopharyngeal Epithelial
Human nasopharyngeal

epithelial had been chosen to facilitate the differential expression

for in vitro study. Human nasopharyngeal

epithelial is derived from nasopharynx.

Nasopharynx

is located at upper part of the throat and lies behind the nose. This type of nasopharyngeal
cancer is one of the endemic cancers that gained significant
South East Asia. This type of cancer is predominantly
possible factors such as genetics, nitrosamine-rich

incidences

in the population

caused by Epstein-Barr

in

viruses and

diets and alcoholic lifestyle (Wolters Kluwer

Health Inc., 2013).

Nasopharyngeal
histopathological
nasopharyngeal
keratinized
keratinized

carcinoma is a cancer derived from nasopharynx

context,
carcinoma

carcinoma,

Health

Organisation

has

recognised

three

carcinoma

squamous

carcinoma

(Chan, Teo & Johnson, 2001). In cytological
cell with the presence of intracellular

infiltrate.

cell present

The non-keratinized

as a stratified

defined edged cell. Type III cell has a distinct nucleolus and less-defined

In
of

squamous

and type

cell presents as a squamous

the absence of cellular

types

cell lines (NPC), there are type I well differentiated

type II non-keratinized

undifferentiated

the keratinised

World

mucosa epithelium.

III noncontext,

bridges and
and well-

cell boundaries

(Wei

& Sham, 2005).

In this project, normal cell line which is NP69, and tumorous cell lines HK1, SUNE1 and
HONE 1, had been chosen. Among the tumorous cell lines, HK1 represents the well
differentiated cell line, whereas HONE! and SUNE1 represent the poorly differentiated cell
4

lines. Consideration of using three different carcinoma cell lines was of intention to provide a
representative data besides giving variability in cell lines for the genes expression study.

Figure 2.1: Side view of the nasopharynx structure.
(Adopted from Macmillan Cancer Support, 2013)

11

5

2.2 Ribosomal Protein S3 (RPS3)

In this study, the ribosomal protein S3 (RPS3) gene [GenBank: NM 001260506.1] was
selected with the region targeted from 363`h to 790th nucleotide. RPS3 is a ribosomal protein
located at chromosome 11, between loci of 11g13.3 and 11g13.5. This gene has 2187 base
pairs with seven exons. The gene codes for RPS3 protein and the coding region spans from 58`h
to 837th nucleotide, generating the products with 259 amino acids, weight 33 kilo Dalton (Santa
Cruz Biotechnology, Inc., 2014c).
RPS3 regulates translation and transcription of proteins as this protein constitutes part of
the translational initiation domain (Kenmochi et al., 1998). Apart from this, RPS3 is
responsible for mediating extra-ribosomal activities such as ribosomal maturation, DNA repair,
inflammation regulation and apoptosis. RPS3 involves in DNA damage recognition by
interacting with genes that have prominent function in base excision repair such as Ref-1 and
OGG] (Itsara et al., 2014).
RPS3 interacts with nuclear transcription factor, oncogenes and tumour suppressor genes
via K Homology (KH) domain. The transcription factor nuclear factor kappa-light-chainenhancer of activated B cells (NF-KB) is found to be associated with RPS3 in structural context
where RPS3 constitutes the subunit of nuclear factor NF-KB complexes which eventually guide
the transcription factor to bind to the promoter site. Selective recruitment of transcription
factors by RPS3 to promoter sites would result in differential gene expression (Gao &
Hardwidge, 2011). The evidence of knocking down RPS3 gene had seen to impose a failure of
the transcriptional factor NF-KB in mediating p65 gene (Wan et al., 2007).

6

Apart from the transcription factor, KH domain also allows RPS3 to exhibit a high degree
with oncogene murine double minute 2 (MDM2) and tumour suppressor

of interaction

gene

of these two genes is initiated by murine double minute 2 (MDM2) which

(p53). Relationship

and eventually

plays as an agent that mediates ubiquitination

proteasomal

degradation

of the

Similar discovery on the MDM2 binding activities has been

p53 (Iwakuma & Lozano, 2013).

reported with the cell arrestment and apoptosis (Ma et al., 2012).
RPS3

had been

of the expression

studied

patterns

of RPS3 is prevalent under stress condition,

Overexpression

2011). RPS3 has manifested

apoptosis (Gao & Hardwidge,
tumours, colon adenocarcinoma

and adenomatous

over various

100
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Figure 2.2: Gene transcript of RPS3 with NM_001260506.1.
(Adopted from GenBank, updated by 2014)
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2.3 BoLAHomolog 1 (BoJAJ )
In this study, the BolAl gene [GenBank: NM_016074.3] was selected with the region
targeted from 60th to 490th nucleotide. Bo1Al is an aerobic protein that located at chromosome
1g21.2. This gene has 872 base pairs with two exons. This gene codes for BoIA-like protein 1,
and the coding region spans from 122th to 535th nucleotide, generating the products with 137
amino acids, weight 14 kilo Dalton. BolAI is one of the members of BoIA protein family which
is homolog to the Escherichia coli protein (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc., 2014a).
Bo1A1 is an aerobic mitochondrial
eukaryotes.

protein which is highly conserved from prokaryotes to

This protein participates in the cell cycles regulation, cells proliferation

acid binding (Santa Cruz Biotechnology,
fuse with myc proto-oncogene
that code for transcription
results in constitutive

and nucleic

Inc., 2014a). Human BoIAI protein has capacity to

protein (c-Myc) (Zhou et al., 2008). This c-Myc is an oncogene

factor and regulates cellular proliferation.

expression in cancerous cells that subsequently

Malfunction

of c-Myc

induces cancer formation

(Miller, Thomas, Islam, Muench, & Sedoris, 2012).

Bo1AI is yet to be studied
overexpression

is significant

of the expression

level in cancerous

during oxidative stress. Mitochondrial

aberration caused by depletion of reduced glutathione

cells however

morphology

experienced

during oxidative stress. Overexpression

of BolAI has subsequently exhibits inhibitory effects by reducing the oxidative shift of the thiol
redox

potential

components
potential

of mitochondria

as a preventive

measure

for the disturbance

such as proteins, nucleic acids and lipids. The function of maintaining

is further supported

by the evidence

of knocking

observed with the increased oxidation of mitochondrial

8

of cells
the redox

down Bo1Al gene which had

thiol group (Willem et al., 2013).
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Figure 2.3: Gene transcript of Bo1AI with NM_016074.3.
(Adopted from GenBank, updated by 2014)
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2.4 Macrophage migration inhibitory factor (MIF)
In this study, the MIF gene [GenBank: NM 002415.1] was selected with the region
targeted from 110`h to 330th nucleotide. MIF is an abbreviation of macrophage migration
inhibitory factor which also known as glycosylation-inhibiting factor. This gene is located at
chromosome 22g11.23. The total length of MIF gene is 561 base pairs with three exons. This
gene codes for MIF protein and the coding region spans from 98`h to 445th nucleotide,
generating the products with 125 amino acids, weight 12.5 kilo Dalton (Santa Cruz
Biotechnology, Inc., 2014b).
MIF protein regulates immunological function and inflammation. Overexpression of MIF
has consistently been observed in tumour environment. Evidences of overexpression had
shown in different types of carcinoma cells such as hepatocellular cancers (Wilson et al., 2005),
lung cancers (Rendon et al., 2007), pancreatic cancers (Tan et al., 2014), breast cancers
(Verjans et al., 2009) and prostate cancers (Chen et al., 2008) suggesting association of MIF in
chronic inflammation and carcinogenesis. Extensive expression and interaction study of MIF
gene in NPC cell lines has been conducted which noticed with an up-regulation of MIF gene,
besides revealed the association of MIF gene with other molecules to constitute the regulatory
functions such as cell invasiveness, metastasis and angiogenesis.
In normal circumstances, MIF works to suppress p53-dependent apoptosis while
allowing survival of macrophage for the defense mechanism (Mitchell et al., 2004). MIF is also
known to regulate protein molecules via trans-activation or suppression. MIF actively promotes
cell migration by gathering the Th17 cells. Evidence of such function was supported by a
knock down experiment on MIF gene (Li et al., 2012).
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In addition, MIF recruits interleukin CXCL8 in inflammatory stimulation in NPC cell
lines. MIF and CXCL8 were shown to be highly expressed in poorly differentiated carcinoma
cell lines such as HONE1 and SUNE1. However, the elevated expression of CXCL8 was
suppressed by specific small interfering RNA which results in suppressed inflammatory
function and subsequently reduced tumour sphere formation (Lo et al., 2013).
MIF protein was reported to participate in AKT pathway, also known as protein kinase B
pathway which promotes cell invasion and metastasis by targeting the Parkinson DJ-1 protein
(Pei et al., 2014). MIF enhances cell migration by regulating the expression of matrix
metalloproteinase 2 (MMP2) and IL-8 in poorly differentiated carcinoma cell lines CNE-1 and
CNE-2 (Li, Lin & Liang, 2004).
Despite of the regulatory roles played by MIF gene towards other factors, MIF could be
targeted and suppressed by micro-RNA such as miR-451. In general, up-regulation of MIF is
prevalent in poorly differentiated cell lines such as SUNE1, SUNE2 and CNE2. The miR-451
has been reported to suppress MIF and to reduce cell invasion, cell migration and metastasis
potential of the MIF gene in NPC cell lines (Liu et al., 2013).
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Figure 2.4: Gene transcript of MIF with NM_002415.1.
(Adopted from GenBank, updated by 2014)
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